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18: Understanding poetic form in modern poetry 
Exploring different ways of setting out the same words 
Suitable for KS3-5 
Summary 

This is a technique to help students understand 
the choices poets make when working with poetic  
form and the effects their choices might have. 

What’s the point?  

Students often find it difficult to think and write  
about the form of a poem. By presenting a poem  
in several different forms, we can get them to  
discuss how the words might read differently depending  
on how they are laid out, and the rules and conventions  
poets use and/or ignore. 

In the classroom 

Without telling them that the text is a poem, show students the words of the poem set out as a 
prose paragraph or paragraphs. Ask them to discuss what they think the text is about, and what 
kind of writing they think it is. (With luck, someone might say that it is quite ‘poetic’ writing…) 

Tell them that it is actually a poem and ask them to re-present the words in the form of a poem, 
working in pairs to discuss possibilities. Open up a discussion in groups and/or as a whole class 
about the pros and cons of each form, including the difference between the words in prose and in 
verse. 

Finally, give them a sheet with three or four different versions of the same poem which you have 
prepared in advance and ask them to decide which is the actual poem, again discussing the pros 
and cons of each. 

Tips and techniques  

This works very well with sixth form groups when teaching poetic form at an advanced level but 
can work with younger groups too. 

It’s important to discuss what the poem is about before asking students to work in detail on 
elements of form. 

Choice of poem is important. It will work better with some poems than others. A simpler version 
can be done with rhymed poems, but in general this works best with unrhymed or half-rhymed 
poems, and can be used either to discuss choices poets make in free verse or the ways in which 
modern poets use certain elements of traditional verse (rhyme, metre etc) in surprising or 
unconventional ways. 

A particularly good poem for this task is Thom Gunn’s’ Considering the Snail’ in which Gunn 
deliberately chooses a form which appears to be free verse but which nevertheless has a hidden 
logic (seven syllables per line, half rhymes) to imitate the slow, steady progress of the snail. 

 

 

 


